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ABSTRACT
The central thrust of this thesis is that there is much to learn from Nature. What
surrounds us, and has been with us from the beginning of time, still has many insights to
offer, if we are only willing to look. In Nature, shape is cheaper than material. Forces
and form are continuously linked and the concept of adaptability is central to survival.
Many of our designs, in contrast, have been over-designed, unresponsive and
unchangeable. This thesis covers how well thought through form can yield impressive
benefits which, in combination with adaptability, can create structures that are efficient as
well as beautiful. Specific forms in Nature are discussed as well relevant historical
examples from the built environment; including new work in deployable structures. As
an example of these concepts, a kinetic adaptive structural surface was designed and
built. This responded to applied loads by actively changing its shape. The thesis
concludes with a discussion on emergence as one of the ways ahead for structural design
that involves distributed sensing and control.
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Come forth into the light of things,
Let Nature be your teacher.
Wordsworth, The Tables Turned, 1798

Introduction
Chapter 1: Introduction
The central thrust of this thesis is that there is much to learn from Nature. What
surrounds us, and has been with us from the beginning of time, still has many insights to
offer, if we are only willing to look.
In Nature, shape is cheaper than material [1-1]. As with us, Nature has to work hard to
obtain materials but uses a higher level of sophistication (though not necessarily
complexity) in controlling the assembly of these materials. Often there is an associated
method of sensing behind this assembly control, other times it is an innate characteristic.
In Nature, forces and form are continuously linked over time [1-2]. We can see the shape
of a tree as a history of the forces which were acting on it as it grew. At all levels of
scale there is a symbiotic relationship of give-and-take. One (admittedly inanimate)
example is the creation of sand dunes by the wind which, in turn, modify the wind flow
and hence themselves. A living, and far more complex, example would be the multi-
layered living processes within a mature forest.
Figure 1.1: Sand Dunes Figure 1.2: Tree Growth
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In Nature, the ability to adapt to the surrounding environment is inextricably linked with
survival. "All living systems exhibit adaptive behaviour... they... react to their
surroundings... in such a way that is favourable." [1-3]. There are solid reasons for this
behaviour. "This adaptiveness not only reduces the energy input into the production of
the structure, but also allows it to adapt to changing forces and circumstances during its
lifetime, many of which are unpredictable." Sensing changes in the surroundings,
deciding on a course of action and adapting to an improved state is a natural desire.
In engineering, our repertoire of shapes and sections has stood still while we pursued
ever-stronger materials. The production of Kevlar requires temperatures of upto 1400'F
while a spider produces its silk (which, gram for gram is ten times stronger than steel) at
ambient temperature. I propose we must rethink the relationship between material and
structural form in ways that can provide a more direct benefit.
In engineering, our current concept is of working against, rather than with, the forces
applied to our structures. Thus, our structurally designed forms have evolved as rigid,
static, bluff-faced entities forever in battle with the elements. More harmonious designs
will not just be pleasing to the eye but will hold the promise of greater material and
energy efficiency.
In engineering, as in Nature, we cannot predict what the changes will be during a
structure's lifetime, but we can predict that they will happen. We design our structures
based on little knowledge of what forces they will bear in their lifetimes and are forced
down a path based on an incomplete map (Figure 1.3). We choose to deal with this by
estimating a worst-case scenario as the design level for our structure. Once this is done,
the structure is fully defined and unchangeable. This leads to a waste of material and
resources, high safety factors and excessive redundancies for the majority of the
structure's life. There is then no easy option for changing the structure in its fourth
dimension of time if circumstances change (which they always do) to allow for alteration,
expansion, contraction or even movement.
20
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Figure 1.3: It's what we don't know that matters
Realizing we do not know everything that can happen to our structure is the key step. We
can never know what the future holds but we can decide how we react to this. One
choice, as described, is to design for the estimated worst event in the lifetime of our
structure (a passive approach). The other choice, and the one which will be pursued in
this thesis, is an active scheme where we optimize our structure for events as they occur.
The exploratory idea I chose for this thesis was to produce a structural surface which
would react to external stimuli by changing shape. This resulting new shape would be, in
some way, "better" than before.
It seemed appropriate that the external stimuli be direct physical forces and the resulting
"better" shape would hence be one which allowed the loads to be carried in a more
efficient manner. The analogy I used was: if someone pushes you, then you will take a
broader stance against them. This meant the surface changing its form to carry loads
carried in axially rather than in bending. Hence a system of detecting the applied force,
making a decision and then acting on it would be needed.
This basic premise led to a wide investigation and so this thesis is structured into three
distinct parts.
21
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Part I is called "Nature and Form". This covers the methods of Nature in using form and
adaptability for survival. A range of examples illustrating mechanisms related to surfaces
is shown. This continues into a review of man-made structures, which have used form
(whether inspired by Nature or not) to produce efficient structures, surfaces and/or
responsiveness.
Part 2 is on the design and construction of an adaptive surface. The information in Part 1
acted as the inspiration to create a scale-independent structural surface that changed
shape in response to stimuli. In this case the stimulus was vertical loading.
Part 3 is called "Emergence" and is a brief overview on one of the ways ahead for
structural design involving distributed sensing and control. This is based on the simple
control systems found in Nature that produce complex, yet efficient, results. Examples of
this include flocking birds or swarming bees. Simple, local decision making (which
could be applied to the surface of Part 2) would provide us with significant benefits and
create more efficient structures which are beautiful, not just visually, but by their
behaviour.
22
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PART 1: Nature and form
Chapter 2: Nature
In both Nature and engineering, efficiency is paramount to good design. Gaining
the most from a limited amount of resources is a sensible and sustainable approach [2-1].
Aspects of competition and survival (in its many forms) drive forward this design method
and, to improve our situation, we would do well to understand Nature's ideas and
approach.
Here I deal with aspects relating to efficiency of material and form - where, as shown,
both are one and the same - thus creating structure.
I illustrate these ideas with three example areas: the nautilus shell, bubbles & bone and
the sea cucumber.
2.1 The Nautilus Shell
Figure 2.1: The Nautilus Shell
The image of the nautilus shell is often used as a symbol for beauty. Here I wish
to highlight its form (as relates to its function) and how Nature has created a growth
process using geometry to its advantage.
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"The ancestors of Nautilus evolved buoyant shells, a trait that allowed them to launch off
the seafloor and become swimming predators known as cephalopods." [2-2]
The nautilus shell is a spiral of chambers produced by the outward growth of the mollusc.
The outer shell is thus the youngest part and the area in which the (ever growing) mollusc
lives. A hard membrane called a septum (which operates as a structural diaphragm or
bulkhead) separates the chambers. These chambers are connected by a vein through
which liquid is removed or added. It is this change of liquid-produced internal pressure
that allows the nautilus to control the level of its buoyancy. However, it is the strength of
its shell that allows it withstand the pressure differences upto 1,800 feet depth.
Figure 2.2: The logarithmic spiral and its existence in the shell section
The growth of the nautilus in combination with fixed turning produces a logarithmic
spiral'. This produces a curve which is similar at all stages (i.e. differing in size but not
shape) [2-3]. This ever-expanding "living space" also produces a highly stable shell
structure. This is a growth (rather than adaptive) process but one from which much can
be gained. It provides a home that grows with its inhabitant during its life-cycle using
only surrounding elements. It creates a stable, secure environment whose beauty is
purely an incidental result of necessity and efficiency.
I More rigorously, rotation of point about an origin with constant angular velocity while linear
speed increases in direct proportion to its distance from the origin. Mathematically expressed as:
r=a .
24
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2.2 Bubbles and Bone
2.2.1 Bubbles
A pure water droplet without, other external forces, takes a spherical form [1-4].
The forces between water molecules cause a resultant inward force at the surface
(between water and air) which we call surface tension. The surface of the droplet "costs
energy" as it is less stable than the inner molecules (which have attractive forces
surrounding them). The spherical shape thus allows a minimum energy state to be
reached by minimizing the area of the surface relative to its volume.
A bubble, however, is all surface but can remain in a stable state. This is only possible if
the water is not pure but has added chemicals known as surfactants (a common one is
soap). These surfactants have a dual nature: one end is hydrophobic (fears water) and the
other end is hydrophilic (likes water). Hence, these molecules prefer to position
themselves at the very surface of the bubble, forming a film one molecule thick. This
causes the previous outer layer of water molecules to be further "inside" and hence more
stable. This reduces the surface tension and makes the creation of a bubble more stable
(i.e. the surface now "costs" less). See Figure 2.3.
Soap
.qroup'-
Figure 2.3: Soap molecules reducing surface tension in a bubble [2-4]
Thus a soap bubble, or film, will always form a minimal surface between boundary
conditions. The resulting curved shapes were used by the German architect Frei Otto in
his designs for various structures such as the Olympic Swimming Arena in Munich.
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When constructed from fabric these membrane structures experience almost exclusively
tensile stresses. See Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: (a) Bubble surface and (b) Munich Olympic Swimming Arena
To define this in a clear manner, the surface must always be in equilibrium [2-5]. In the
case of a bubble there is a greater air pressure inside the bubble and this is balanced by
the curvature of the stressed surface. This means the air pressure inside the bubble is
proportional its curvature, or inversely proportional to its radius. Thus, smaller bubbles
contain air at a greater pressure than larger bubbles. This can easily be seen by joining
two soap bubbles of different size. The interface line between the two bubbles will be
such as to "add" curvature to the side of the larger bubble. In fact, geometrically, the sum
of the large bubble curvature and the interface curvature will equal the curvature of the
smaller bubble. See Figure 2.5. This can be continued for multiple bubble structures and
is one way of looking at many geodesic domes. See Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.5: The form of two bubbles Figure 2.6: Eden Project, Cornwall, UK
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Looking at the Frei Otto image (Figure 2.4)we have a different case to complete bubbles.
Here there is no internal air pressure for the surface to react against. Thus, by continuing
the argument just presented, the curvature must be zero. This may seem counter-
intuitive, but is achieved by the double curvature of the surface. It is found that the total
curvature at any point (otherwise known as the Gaussian curvature) is zero. This
provides the explanation for why shapes such as the hyperbolic paraboloid (or catenoid)
are formed when two soapy rings are pulled apart from each other (Figure 2.7).
Figure 2.7: Catenoid and associated curvature [2-5]
The formation of this minimal surface is a fact of Nature and comes from the flow of
liquid to the areas where it is "needed". This flow of liquid can be seen under certain
lighting conditions where the thickness of the surface is indicated by the refracted colours
of light.
2.2.1 Bones
Bones, like bubbles, display two characteristics which relate to this thesis: a form
related to its function and the ability to adapt. The main difference to bubbles is that the
adaptation mechanism is one of sensing and action rather than, for want of a better word,
inevitability.
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The inherent structure of bone is shown the best by the example of the human femur.
Within the perceived hollow of the leg bone "the hollow space is filled with marrow,
blood vessels and other tissues and amidst these living tissues lies a fine lattice-work of
little interlaced 'trabeculae' of bone, forming the so-called 'cancellous tissue'"[2-3]2
Hermann Meyer showed that, in the longitudinal section of the femur, the trabeculae
spread in curved lines from the head of the bone to its hollow shaft and they cross each
other at near-perfect right angles (Figure 2.8).
Figure 2.8: Head of the human femur in section [2-3]
This mix of compression and tension lines, which so clearly lay out the distribution of
force, also highlight, by their density, areas of high stress. The same principle is shown
on "Michell" structures based on minimum structural weight for a given load (Figure
2.9). Thus the trabeculae in cancellous bone are arranged approximately along the lines
of principal stress so that bending stresses are effectively eliminated.
Figure 2.9: Diagrams showing similarity of femur and Michell minimum structure
2 "Cancellous" tissue is bone tissue with a relative density less than 70% of the density of solid
bone.
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Bone behaves in a similar fashion to bubbles in adapting to applied loads - the timescale
is, however, longer. It is well known that bed rest and weightlessness (e.g. in space
flight) cause a reduction both in bone mass and bone growth rate. Conversely, intensive
loading of bones, such as the femur of a regular jogger, results in an increased mass. This
is a response to ensure a similar level of stress in the bone section [2-6].
There are two ways that bone may respond to increased stress: by altering its section and
by altering its material properties. Various tests have been done on animals involving
exercise regimes and impeded joints. Their bones have been tested for overall load-
deformation and for Young's modulus and tensile strength. Results showed no change to
the material properties of the original bone but there was a change in cross section due to
the addition (under increased stress) of new bone.
Knowledge of the actual mechanisms of detection and adaptation in bone is still at a
relatively basic level. It is known that the strain measurement is local (rather than being
referred to the central brain). It is also suggested that the detection mechanism is based
on stress-generated potentials across the bone caused by the piezoelectric effect.
The method of response to the signal was thought to be based on a simple method of
remodelling to fit the function. Put simply, more material when in compression, less
material when in tension. This approach has been used by Dr Chris Burgoyne and others
at Cambridge University to produce refined steel section shapes under various loadings.
This method works well for producing more "efficient" sections but is not the method by
which bone works. This is known as a large difference in opposing wall thicknesses
would otherwise be evident. Current thinking assumes the bone detects a change in
curvature with new bone being deposited on the concave side and existing bone eroded
from the convex side. Much research is ongoing such as why bone in different locations
behaves differently (e.g. the human skull rarely has any impact or change in load but
remains of constant thickness) and the cause of active erosion of bone mass in
osteoporosis.
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2.3 Sea Cucumber
Sea Cucumbers (Opheodesoma spectabilis) are the only soft-bodied organisms in
the Echinoderm phylum (holothurian class). They all share the "unique and fascinating
ability to alter, rapidly and reversibly, the stiffness of their collagenous connective
tissues". With just a few taps of the finger, the skin of a sea cucumber will stiffen in that
localized area. This is used as its main form of defence against environmental stress or
change; a useful adaptation method to ward off predators in the marine environment.
Figure 2.10: The Opheodesoma spectabilis more commonly known as a sea cucumber
Szulgit and Shadwick [2-7] performed tests on sections sea cucumber's skin and, though
the actual method for controlling the change is still vague and thought to be the
combination of two different substances in the cells themselves, the mechanism has been
defined as the increased interlocking of the discontinuous fibrils which exist in the matrix
of the dermis.
I note that this is a stiffening mechanism of the material itself rather than stiffness
through form, which is part of this thesis. Nevertheless, it is a mechanism to be admired.
Furthermore, the UK Defence community is currently working on a reconfigurable
aerofoil which is based on the properties of the sea cucumber. This would be a fibrous
composite material skin which could change its shape and stiffness producing any stable
form configuration [2-1].
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Chapter 3: Stiffness through form - an introduction
3.1 Background
To paraphrase Sir Alan Harris (who was Professor of concrete structures at
Imperial College, UK) "Design is not sizing a beam - it is deciding whether to have that
beam in the first place". In other words, choose the form of your structure first.
I take the example of a flat sheet of paper. On its own it has no useful inherent stiffness.
If it is laid across a gap it will barely support its own weight. If it is stood on its edge it
will fall over.
Figure 3.1: unfolded and folded paper
Once a fold is placed in it, the paper can span its own length or stand upright in a stable
manner. In fact, in both of these conditions, it can now carry a weight many times its
own. No change has been made to the material; only a change to its form (Figure 3.1).
Multiple folds of the same sheet of paper allow a breadth to carry wider loads. Failure of
such surfaces is by "flattening" of the ridges which, structurally, act as spanning beams.
A further increase in its load capacity is obtained by providing stiffeners to the folds
(whether at the ends or intermittently spaced). See Figure 3.2. The folds behave with a
dual structural action which can be labelled "beam" and "plate" action. Overall a stiffer
(deeper) beam has been produced which can allow greater spanning to take place. In
addition, the upper fold acts as an effective line of support to the plate which now spans
perpendicular to the folds.
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Figure 3.2: Failure of folds and strengthened folds
There is, surprisingly, only a small amount of evidence in Nature of the fold being used
for its beneficial stiffening properties. However, the most abundant would be in the
single-fold found in many leaves which exists along the line of the stalk. A possible
reason for the fold's selective appearance in Nature is the resulting localised stress
concentration with an increased likelihood of tearing (a situation normally dealt with by a
curve in Nature rather than a straight edge).
The fold has been used successfully in various man-made structures. One only has to
look at the abundance of corrugations in products such as cardboard, metal-decking and
pile walls. For building structures it has been used on many roof structures in a variety of
ways, even placed radially to produce a circular covering (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3: St. Pius Church was built in 1964
with poured-in-place folded concrete plates
Further developments of the fold have since produced an artificial look and, in the most
recent celebrated example, Yokohama Port Terminal, the folds had no major structural
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benefit. The structural fold, and its associated stiffness, was probably used in its finest
form in 1932 by Nervi (of whom more later) in his Turin Exhibition Hall.
Many of these structures were made from in-situ or precast concrete as it is the best
material for forming the folded edges while maintaining the required shear capacity.
Note that only a shear connection is needed at the fold; rotation can be allowed, and is
virtually guaranteed, by such a thin sheet.
Another example of the efficiency of form can be illustrated by the difference between an
arch and a beam. An arch carries loads axially and must provide enough material so that
the changing thrustline (due to changing loads) remains within its section. The beam,
however, carries loads by bending which is an inefficient use of material. The arch
carries load by its geometry; the beam carries load by its mass. Geometry can be used to
make a structure lighter and more efficient; mass produces heavy forms and an increased
need to carry its own weight.
3.2 Thrustlines and forceflow
We can follow this line of thought with the example of masonry structures. At its
most basic level, the concepts of tension and compression are interlinked as first defined
by the English scientist Robert Hooke: "As hangs the flexible line, so but inverted will
stand the rigid arch." 3
This thrust line will be the direction of force within an arch when loaded only by its own
weight. From then on, any variance in the applied load to the arch will alter the thrust line
and, as long as the line stays within the intrados and extrados (inner and outer surfaces)
of the arch, the structure will remain stable.
3 Translated from the latin, which was originally published as an anagram in 1675 in a book on
helioscopes
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Figure 3.4: Image from Poleni (1748)
The original designers of masonry structures had no knowledge of stress or complex
analysis but based their designs on proper proportion. "Rules like these are essentially
numerical, and lead to a geometry of structure which is independent of scale." [3-1]
For all structures the three main structural criteria are strength, stiffness and stability but
for masonry structures, stability is the dominant (and only) safety criterium. "The design
consists, somewhat strangely to the mind of the modem engineer, in assigning correct
proportions to the arch" [3-1]. It is this dominance of geometry and form which I wish to
stress and believe that, even when not dealing with masonry or arch forms, a thorough
understanding of form and its benefits far exceeds any information obtained from a
computer analysis (that being done after the overall form or structural scheme has been
chosen).
3.3 Domes and Egg Shells
The arch form can be extended into two dimensions to form a shell structure. To
continue the tension and compression comparisons, the hanging sheet (this time of
extensible cloth rather than paper) is the counterpart to a thin dome-like shell. To a
structural engineer a dome, or shell structure, is one that can carry forces axially without
the need (or capability) of carrying them in bending. The shell will carry these loads in a
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combination of tension and compression, where the critical stability case is that of local
buckling.
In Nature, the best example of such a structure is an egg shell. This is an example of a
"complete" shell; i.e. one where, in the whole egg state, there are no edges. This gives it
its surprising strength; illustrated by its resistance to longitudinal pressure between, say,
thumb and forefinger. The forces are carried by the membrane which is thin in
comparison to the size of the egg (or, more strictly, to the minimum radius of curvature of
the egg). Below is a table comparing the hen's egg to that of two man-made structures.
Note the range of L/t values.
Span, L (m) Thickness, t (mm) Ut
St Peter's Rome 42.5 3000 14
Hen's egg 0.04 0.4 100
Smithfield Market 68 75 900
Table 4.1: Comparison of shells from Heyman
The benefit of a two dimensional structural system over the one-dimensional arch is in
providing additional routes for forces to be carried safely to the ground. In the case of a
hemispherical dome loaded under its own self-weight, the meridional (the north-to-south
direction) stresses are compressive (as would be expected). There are also hoop stresses
which provide a type of enclosing restraint to the dome, increasing its load bearing
capacity compared to an equivalent arch. The hoop stress can be tensile or compressive
and, in the specific case of a hemisphere, the change to tensile stresses occurs at 51.820.
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Fig. 3.2. Meridian of a spherical shell.
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Fig. 3.3. Meridians and parallels defining an element of the shell.
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Fig. 3.4. Equilibrium of a small element of shell.
Fig. 3.5. Values of the stress resultants in a hemisphere from the crown (0 - 0)
to the base (# - W0).
Figure 3.5: Definitions and stresses in shells (from Heyman)
An extension of this behaviour is that "the crown of a dome can, of course, be completely
omitted (i.e. that the dome can be open to the sky) without any apparent structural
alteration being necessary to the designs" [3-1] quite unlike an arch.
This is illustrated in the Pantheon (now called Santa Maria della Rotonda) in Rome
which spans over 130 feet in unreinforced concrete (Figure 3.6). The original Pantheon
was built by Marcus Agrippa in 27BC. This temple was burned down in 80 AD, restored
by Domitian, only to be burned down again in 110 AD. The Roman Emperor Hadrian
(who also commissioned Hadrian's Wall in North England) undertook a complete
restoration of the building from its very foundations circa 126 A.D., and it is his temple
that is preserved now. It remained the largest-spanning dome in the world until 1913
when Berg and Trauer built the Breslau dome in Germany.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Interior of Pantheon by Pannini (c. 1750) and
(b) close-up view of recesses in dome
The Pantheon's dome has intuitively placed two-way spanning ribs, with one set carrying
direct (meridional) thrusts to the supports and the other set providing hoop restraint. As it
rises, the dome is made up of a progressively lighter and thinner layer of concrete. The
drum, 20 feet thick at its base, tapers in stages on the outside as it rises to its zenith at the
"eye" or oculus, a hole thirty feet in diameter where the concrete is only 90 inches thick.
The lowest concrete aggregate is made up of heavier gravel (mostly basalt) which is
gradually replaced by lighter materials, such as pumice, closer to the apex. To further
lighten the dome, and facilitate the drying of the concrete during construction, empty clay
jugs were embedded in the upper courses.
The shell action of a dome can is also aid during construction as the dome is, if built
correctly, stable as each circular "course" of masonry is completed. Thus, though the
achievement should not be underestimated, did Brunelleschi build his dome of Santa
Maria del Fiore in Florence without the use of temporary scaffolding or centering [3-2].
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3.4 Determining forces and/or a design
In the twentieth century, design of structural curved surfaces, in terms of
determining their form, has followed two paths: measurement of physical scale models
and the computational method.
Both of these methods are based on form finding related to specific boundary conditions,
and loads. For each specified condition and load case the goal is to determine the one
funicular shape where no bending stresses occur in the structural surface.
3.4.1 Physical scale models
Physical modelling has a long history, and a famous example
model Gaudi used for his Sagrada Familia in Barcelona (Figure 3.7).
is the hanging chain
Figure 3.7: A reproduction of Gaudi's 1 in 10 hanging chain model and the building itself
This is an extension of Hooke's chain-arch statement but on a grand scale. The model
allowed for stages of the construction to be investigated as well as the final form being
determined. Note that the shape was dependent on the weight of the many loads applied.
When the model was built, these loads had to be approximations of the final, as yet
undesigned, structural members. It should be clear that this was not, by any means, a
fool-proof method and much judgement and calculation was needed.
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3.4.2 Computational methods
The development of computational tools for form finding has only been possible
given the immense leaps in processing power that have occurred in recent decades. This
has resulted in two predominant methods: the force-density method and the dynamic
relaxation technique.
The force-density method was originally created to find the form of general cable
networks and has since been extended for use in membranes and thin shells. The method
of modelling is to define a set of linear bar elements with prescribed force-densities and
then to compute the resulting, unique, equilibrium shape.
The dynamic relaxation technique has been widely used by the firm of Buro Happold for
their tensile structures and is based on subdividing the surface into finite elements,
allowing oscillations at the mass-loaded nodes due to external loads, and calculating the
dynamic equilibrium position. One example of a successful structure designed with this
technique is the Millennium Dome in London, which is currently the largest enclosed
space in the world.
3.4.3 Summary of Form-Finding
Note how the physical-scale models are more closely linked to this thesis. It is
the use of Nature's forces which define the shapes and that, intrinsically, are stable forms.
Any computational method is merely trying to reach that perfect shape (though with the
possible benefit of saving time and effort). It seems sensible to devise simple approaches
to problems and, hence, forms that are physically "created" are more educational than
those that are "theoretically estimated". This will have implications in the design of the
structural surface in this thesis.
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Chapter 4: Stiffness through form - Historical Examples
4.1 Background
The Twentieth Century saw a wide-range of innovative building designs. With
advances in materials, analysis and construction methods, many new visual forms were
built. Among all these were a few designers that pushed the boundaries of the past while
staying true to clear structural principles. It is these designs that will stand the test of time
and allow us to move forward. Almost inevitably, there are parallels between these
designs and those of Nature, often not intended, but resulting from a careful and efficient
use of material.
4.2 Pier Luigi Nervi
As one of the great structural artists, Pier Luigi Nervi (1891-1979) combined the
position of designer and contractor with the belief that his mission was to create objects of
beauty with economy and efficiency. Most of his construction work was gained by
winning competitions where financial constraints were dominant.
His Little Sports Palace in Rome (1957) is a 197 foot span dome with two sets of
intersecting ribs forming a stiffer and more elegant structure than a solid-surface dome. It
is clear, even to the layman, that the dome is carrying thrustlines of force which have been
exposed where they exist.
Figure 4.1: Images of the Little Sports Palace, Rome
(exterior and interior views)
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Comparing this dome to the Pantheon, described in the previous chapter, we see an
understanding by the designers of the forces carried by the dome structure. The result is a
coffering of the surface and a placement of material where it is most needed. This allows
the intended thin shell dome to exist while providing, with the redistribution of mass
rather than its addition, a stiffening property to act against buckling.
However, this can be a circular argument. The larger ribs are needed simply because they
are there. Their stiffer properties attract the loads to follow their path and this produces a
safe structure. It is not, however, strictly necessary to separate out stiffer zones from the
shell itself and (much like our hen's egg) a shell of the same shape and of adequate
thickness would carry these forces safely to its base.
The following is an appropriate quote from Nervi [4-1] that reminds us, even after he'd
spent a lifetime as a structural designer, what inspired him:
"Every time I have visited a Gothic cathedral I have been unable to separate the feeling
produced by the grandeur of the space from the enjoyment produced by the discovery of
innumerable perfections of execution which express the humble love with which the work
was carried out and which render even a simple masonry wall architecturally expressive.
We all have a tactile sense and subconscious appreciation of the physical qualities of the
materials most commonly used, so that seeing them correctly used, according to their
natures, influences the general impression produced by a work of architecture."
4.3 Gaudi
Antonio Gaudi (1852-1926) was a Catalan architect whose approach to structural
design was unique in producing natural forms that inspired their onlookers. Much of his
work was done in masonry (rather than the concrete of Candela and Torroja). His most
famous work is the Expiatory Church of the Holy Family in Barcelona (the Sagrada
Familia) which he began in 1882 and is still under construction.
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A smaller project by Gaudi worked on was a suburban housing development where he
used a hyperbolic paraboloid roof for two of the houses. This form is close to that of the
double-curved saddle shape. The saddle shape has opposite curvatures (a downward arch
in one direction and an upward arch in the other direction) that reduces its tendency to
buckle in comparison with a dome or barrel roof. This allows it to be thinner for the same
design buckling resistance. These surfaces lend themselves to construction as they
contain straight lines. For Gaudi, this geometric property held a deep religious
significance confirming the naturalness of the form he sought. Interestingly the Vatican
has recently authorised the commencement of the diocesan process that may lead to
Gaudi's sanctification. [4-2]
4.4 Felix Candela
Candela (1910-1997) studied in Madrid but was forced to flee Spain after his
participation in the Spanish civil war. He went to Mexico in 1939 and set up his own
construction firm, gaining renown for his design of thin-shelled concrete domes. Among
his best-known works are the Cosmic Ray Pavilion (1950-5 1) for Mexico's University
City; the Church of La Virgen Milagrosa (1953), Mexico City; and Los Manantiales
restaurant (1958), Xochimilco (Figure 4.2).
Throughout his career Candela refined the design and construction of hyperbolic
paraboloids. Generated with straight lines, these shapes allowed easier formation of the
formwork and produced reinforced concrete shells of surprising thinness. He based much
of his work on basic membrane theory rather than thin-shell theory, but overall his aim
was to create smooth, continuous surfaces based on pure geometric forms and with a
heightened sense of elegance. He achieved this with shapes that are mathematical and
with no strengthening ribs or discontinuities.
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Figure 4.2: Restaurant at Xochimilco, Mexico (198)
Candela knew instinctively how to use double curvature to his advantage and avoided the
need for ungainly edge beams which dogged some of the shell structures created in
America in the 1950's (see Figure 4.3). If anything, Candela showed the natural
resilience of shell structures in redistributing load to their supports.
Figure 4.3: St Louis Airport, Terminal 3, Cylindrical Groin Vault
by Anton Tedesko (engineer) and Minoru Yamasaki (architect)
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4.5 Heinz Isler
More recently, Heinz Isler has been producing model structures from which he
takes highly accurate measurements. His process was seen as controversial when he first
published his ideas in the late- 1950's and he remains the only person practicing this
method with any success.
Dr Isler's process of form-finding is to produce models that are acted upon by gravity and
carry the loads in tension (again a version of Hooke's dictum). Examples include air-
inflated membranes and hanging membranes. Where Dr Isler has been successful, is that
this is only part of his overall design process. He produces conceptual models to which
changes can be made to refine local stress concentrations or undesirable gradients. Small-
scale models are also created and load-tested to observe their behaviour. The final stage
consists of highly accurate measuring of the model forms (helped by dipping the
membranes into liquid polyester resin). Over the years he has formulated simple
calculation procedures for the reinforcement in his concrete shells and combines these
with results from long-term monitoring of displacements of his built structures.
Figure 4.4: A classic Isler shell
Over the years Dr Isler's understanding of all aspects of the design, as well as
construction, has grown such that he is now the leading designer of shell structures in the
world. This position has also been guaranteed, as evidenced at his recent visit to MIT in
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the Spring of 2002, by his reticence to divulge details of his methods (which he considers
private information).
An element of play is seen throughout Dr Isler's work and, using this as inspiration, MIT
students created a series of ice structures from natural shapes one cold night in January,
2003. Images of this world of frozen wonder, created by forming and freezing damp
cheesecloth, are shown in Figure 4.5. Various methods were used for the structures
including inflated air balloons, hung tents and hung arches.
Figure 4.5: Images of (a) overall layout and
(b) inside the main shell (Chris Carbone, Paul Kassabian, Todd Radford & Dana Ozik)
By the end of the night we had produced a range of domes, a tent, a couple of arches and
some ice-flowers. Much was learnt about the structures as the balloons were deflated and
the final forms revealed themselves from the inside as well. Carrying the frozen arches
and turning them over (with resulting cracks) showed the effects of changing the loading
conditions. Interestingly, eventual failure was due to sublimation in the cold wind [4-3].
Overall, the event provided an appreciation of nature's elegance and economy in design.
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Chapter 5: The way ahead for structures
5.1 Deployable/Kinetic Structures
Billington [5-1] described the two sides of technology as "structures - the static,
local, and permanent works - and machines - the dynamic, universal and transitory
ones." This is in reference to the division in The Ten Books of Architecture by Vitruvius
[5-2] "I have thought it not out of place, Emperor, since I have treated of buildings in the
earlier books, to set forth and teach in this, which forms the final conclusion of my
treatise, the principles which govern machines."
In the present day, this distinction between structure and machine is seen in such
examples as a tall building (between the structure and the lifts that service it) and, say, the
structure of a bridge and the cars that use it.
However, there is now a developing discipline of deployable structures which show, two
millennia after Vitruvius, the joining together of these two sides of technology into one.
5.2 Nature's kinetic/deployable structures
There are many methods of deployment mechanisms in Nature, each serving a
particular purpose. "One could almost redefine biology as the natural history of
deployable structures" [5-3]. Nature is driven, as always, by the requirement for
efficiency which, in turn, allows for the survival and continuation of the species.
Examples of movement mechanisms include: the expansion and contraction of a constant
volume worm by using a crossed helical array of fibres; retraction and expansion of a sea
anemone in relation to the tide; the expansion of the locust's abdomen from 2.5 to 8cm
while digging a hole in the sand to lay her eggs; and the four-bar jaw mechanism of the
angler fish (Lophius).
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An example that is particularly relevant to this thesis, and has been the basis of rather
recent analysis, is the deployment of hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) and beech (Fagus
sylvaticus) leaves [5-4].
Investigation work has concentrated on the kinematics of unfolding tree leaves from
tightly packed buds. Nature has provided a solution for the path between a space-saving
and protected bud to a maximized surface area
of leaf for photosynthesis.
Figure 5.1: Hornbeam leaf in its bud and in its
"deployed" state
These species have oval, corrugated leaves with a central midrib, which develop from
scaled buds.
The leaf has been modeled as a plain surface with straight parallel folds. Conveniently,
the creases or folds of the leaves run along lateral veins, angled at 30'-50* from the
midrib of the expanded leaf. The analysis has so far determined how varying this angle
affects packing efficiency and leaf expansion. Increasing the vein angle allows more
compact folding within the bud, but only at the cost of energetically less efficient, slower
leaf expansion. Requirements for the correct angle include optimizing the timing of leaf
deployment and maximizing photosynthesis while minimizing damage caused by late
frosts and leaf-eating larvae.
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Various assumptions were made in the modelling process which do not exist in the real
leaves and show the higher development of the complete leaf structure. Two examples
are:
1) The real leaves maintain a straight, rather than bent, midrib. This is far more
resilient and is achieved by having a triangular area close to the rib where the "crest" and
"valley" folds of the lateral veins cancel out.
Figure 5.2: Model with folded midrib
2) The model assumed that the laminae between the lateral veins are inextensible
(and hence are easily modelled with folded paper). Real leaves expand between the
lateral veins as a further aid to deployment.
The method of actuation is still relatively unknown (the expansion between lateral veins
is only part of the complete method). The only concepts available to the plant are
osmotic pressure and gravity (the movement being too slow for momentum to help) and
the location and strategy of the method is no doubt an efficient combination of these two.
Research in this area continues with the aim of producing deployable membranes for
solar panels and antennae.
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5.3 Man-made deployable/kinetic structures
An early, and still existing, example of a man-made kinetic structure is the
windmill. Both actions of changing orientation and rotation of the arms allow for
maximising power generation from the wind.
In the field of bridges, medieval drawbridges were a common safety and access solution.
These extended into bridges which allowed for taller ships to pass through; many being
either of the bascule (vertically rotating) or swing bridge type (Figure 5.3)
Two innovative modem design solutions to the opening bridge are footbridges in
Gateshead (North England) and in Duisburg.
Figure 5.4: Gateshead Bridge in closed and open positions [5-5]
A separate area of man-made designs in deployable structures has involved the scissor
hinge. This is commonly seen in the umbrella where it has since achieved a high-level of
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efficiency. The use of the scissor hinge for actual built structures was largely pioneered
by the Spanish engineer Pinero and has been further developed by Escrig and Zeigler.
The American engineer, Chuck Hoberman, made a significant advance with his invention
of the angulated element.
AP
Figure 5.5: Angluated Element invented by Chuck Hoberman
This allowed for a greater use of the scissor hinge in structures. This was further
developed into the multi-angulated elements by Pellegrino and You at Cambridge
University. This work was developed for use as a retractable roof structure [5-6].
Figure 5.6: Retractable roof scheme
The impetus behind the area of retractable roof structures has been to provide shelter
from the sun or rain across large distances [5-7]. So, its reaction to changes in the
environment is, simply, to deploy. The reason there are not many of these structures is
that the practical issues of continuously deploying and retracting such structures
(combined with the difficulty of access) has been preventative.
Linked to this is the common problem of fatigue in the covering material. Many of the
structures (the retractable roof mentioned above is one) have a non-structural cover
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attached to the moving underlying structure. One could imagine this being similar to
human skin covering the underlying skeleton and muscles. However, human skin is self-
renewable, whereas many modem fabrics degrade have protective coatings which
degrade with prolonged exposure to sunlight.
5.4 Responsive structures (in Nature and engineering)
All of the man-made deployable structures above are not self-automated. They
need to be "told" to deploy based on the judgement of a person. This is separate, and
more basic, than responsive structures that sense, decide and act on the surrounding
environment. For many man-made systems this is a well-developed area (airplane
control systems, building services etc.) but in the realm of buildings or structural
engineering this technology is still in its infancy.
5.4.1 Umbrella Structures
A successful built example of a responsive structure is in Saudi Arabia where
Buro Happold (in collaboration with Bodo Rasch) designed a repeatable system of
singular mast-based umbrella structures which opened in response to the climate.
These are located at The Prophet's Holy Mosque in Medina where many muslims come
to pray during the daytime. The temperatures under the midday sun can become
unbearable and these structures provide shading; though they are not weather-tight.
The concept is an inverted umbrella where the structure is located above the fabric. This
has two benefits: the final open position can be created easily; and in the closed position
the structure provides protection to the fabric.
Steel and timber have been used for the main structure with a cotton-mix and
polyester/PVC for the fabric. It has performed well over time though the Client has no
doubt become aware of the higher level of maintenance that is necessary compared to a
normal roof.
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Figure 5.7: Sequential opening of umbrella structures
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5.4.2 Antenna structures
The field of active control in structural engineering is still immature. Many
engineers are not educated in motion control at University (an excellent reference, with
my bias noted, is Connor (2002) [5-8]).
One area that this work does is exist is with large antennae (approx 120ft in diameter)
have an operational frequency range that is dependent on the quality of their surface and
its shape. Large antennae are usually made from curved panels placed in position where
inaccuracies in shape are caused by gravity (during motion of the antenna about a
horizontal axis) and by thermal effects.
At the cutting edge of work in this field is the firm of Simpson, Gumpertz & Heger who
recently completed an upgrade to the Haystack Antenna in Westford Massachusetts. The
upgrade included readjusting the surface of the antenna (which is constructed from load-
bearing panels) using holography and, more importantly, modifying the thermal
characteristics of the structural elements with active temperature control. In addition, a
deformable subreflector, a fibreglass shell nearly 1Oft in diameter, was designed with a
system of actuators to compensate for deformations in the panels of the primary reflector
[5-9].
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PART 2: Adaptive Surface
Chapter 6: Preliminary Work
6.1 Aim and Requirements
The aim was to produce a structural surface that reacted to various loads and
conditions.
Improving on the earlier deployable structures, the only given on this project was that the
surface itself should be structural (rather than have a structural bar system with surface
infill panels).
A plan was developed involving various steps:
. Kinematics: Are all surfaces possible with rigid hinged pieces?
What shape should the hinges be (all the same or a mixture)?
Connection design (hinging/rotation)
. Which types of surfaces do we want? All?
* Sensing and control: What method?
How localised?
Power source?
* Choose materials and methods
" Build one
* Test it
" Improve it
The "various loads and conditions" could be all manner of natural actions on the surface
and the resulting shape would be related to that nature. The initial list of actions and
reasoning was as follows:
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Force: the surface forms a stiffer shape even "holding itself' under self-weight (e.g. if
spanning across a gap).
Wind: the surface becomes more aerodynamic. One possible use is for the sides of
long bridge decks as stability in gusting winds is the dominant case for the longest
spans. Potential for the skin to ripple (as a dolphin skin) to reduce drag when in
viscous flow is also intriguing.
Sound: as a backdrop to music, the surface can improve the acoustic/tonal quality. It
is well known that different types of music (e.g. jazz and opera) require different
spatial and resonant conditions to be fully appreciated.
Solar: the surface can be covered in photovoltaic panels and constantly readjust itself
to increase its exposure to the sun. Alternatively it could adjust to decrease its
exposure and turn opaque to counter solar gain beneath it.
6.2 The Chosen Path
From the above list the area of "Force" seemed the best to explore and led to
much of the initial investigation work outlined in Part 1 of this thesis. The focus of the
project was to create an adaptive surface that will sense an applied force and react to it by
changing geometry to a stiffer form as seen in Figure 6.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Shape changing of the surface to react against load
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Following on from the earlier discussion on the behaviour of thrust lines within arches
and membrane action within shells, this structure adapts itself to carry only axial loads in
the most efficient manner.
It will be appreciated that the method by which stability is assured in any structure
(prevention of a mechanism from forming) does not apply to a kinetic structure, which is,
by definition, a mechanism. Hence, the active control process will maintain stability of
the structure. This illustrates the fundamental disadvantage of actively controlled
structures: they are fully dependent on the correct operation of the active system. This
fact, and its effect on safety and cost, must be taken into account in any considered
design.
This surface also represents, as mentioned, one of the ways in which structural design
will develop and is, noticeably the opposite of masonry structures. Masonry structures
had, as their main load, their self-weight and, as such, if they were stable once built it was
almost a given that they would continue to stand, as all other loads during their lifetime
would be virtually negligible. For this thesis the applied loads are dominant whereas the
self-weight is negligible.
6.3 Scale
Whatever this surface was to be, it was important that it had scale-independence.
The concept should be repeatable at a number of levels, from its single panel units to the
collection of units as a whole. This would allow the area of the surface to be increased
either by adding more panels or by increasing the area of each panel. In this way none of
the original concept would be lost.
Scale independence is seen in many natural forms such as a disturbed water surface,
cloud formations or sand dunes. These have a fractal quality whereby each viewed scale
level looks the same as another (Figure 6.2).
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P igure 0.2: Kiver, sea or ocean
For the built version of this surface, a human scale was chosen to allow easy interaction
and experimentation. The "force" to be applied would be by an index finger at discreet
points and hence up to approximately 10 pounds. The surface expanse was made suitable
for a standard table i.e. within a 2 by 2 foot area.
6.4 Development of the concept
Dealing with repeated elements of a surface, which has added benefits of ease of
manufacture, involves aspects of tiling. On a basic level there are only a few
combinations of regular polygons that tile satisfactorily and completely.
Partitioning of a plane can be done with many combinations of regular polygons (Figure
6.3).
However, for a scale-independent surface there needs to be a regular partitioning of the
plane and this continuous mosaic can only be achieved with three polygons: the
equilateral triangle, the square and the hexagon (Figure 6.4). The reason for such a
limitation is that each vertex angle must be equal to a sub-multiple of 360*.
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Figure 6.3: Various tiled regular polygons [6-1]
Figure 6.4: The three continuously tiling regular polygons [6-1]
If single curvature is to be readily achieved then a straight line must exist along the
surface. This means that the surface made from hexagons is not an option. It was then a
matter of judgement that the square-tiled surface would not give as much adaptability as
the equilateral triangle surface.
Concurrent with the above, I did a separate study on creating surfaces from equilateral
triangles (as this shape seemed the most flexible). Using simple paper and tape, which
allowed hinge motion, I could list the various options and their resulting motion.
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Number of Method of putting Comments
Triangles triangles together
2 1 Simple hinge
3 1 Can form 3-sided pyramid
4 3 a) If load at centre, support are the nodes - not good.
b) Difficult to make into a meaningful shape.
c) Can form 4-sided pyramid.
5 Many Forms 5-sided "low" pyramid
6 Many 3 linear hinges or inward-fold.
Table 6.1: Hinges triangles and their motion characteristics
After experimenting, the greatest possibility lay with the 5-triangle unit which effectively
forms a hexagon with one "piece" missing. Once the hexagon is completed with a sixth
triangle, the range of motion became limited.
It is interesting to note that pentagonal symmetry in Nature is often a characteristic of
living organisms and growth. There are many 5-petalled flowers (fruit blossoms, water
lilies, roses, carnations etc.) as well as marine examples (starfish, jellyfish etc.). Six-
sided symmetry in Nature, however, exists in structures such as snowflakes and
honeycombs. We can postulate that the six-sided symmetry is a more static condition
whereas the five-sided symmetry is more dynamic. This mimics the path this thesis is
suggesting for structures which allow for motion and adaptation to their surroundings.
Whereas single curvature can be achieved with an inextensible surface, double curvature
requires surface strain. At this stage, other concepts involving composite materials came
to mind and were investigated. However, these seemed to lead down a path of material
investigation rather than structure and that, combined with the prohibitive cost of
experimenting, suggested the rigid-panel solution was worth pursuing.
Double curvature, of a sort, can be achieved with inextensible surfaces and this can be
shown by folding a piece of paper along radial lines (Figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.5: Folded paper producing a form of double curvature
It is desirable for the surface to carry loads in the manner of a shell. This is more efficient
than arching behaviour as it allows the forces to be carried to the nearest support by the
shortest route. To achieve double curvature requires either stretching of the surface or the
closing of pre-existing gaps.
Thus, the final concept involved a "unit" of 5 equilateral triangles laid out in a hexagon
pattern (with, effectively, one triangle "missing"). If the joints between each triangle are
allowed to hinge then the unit can close and form a raised pentagon as seen in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: The "unit" in flat and raised positions
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Chapter 7: Kinematic Investigation
7.1 Process
As the five-piece unit is a mechanism, it can take, assuming perfect hinges,
various unstrained positions. In addition there are various ways for this unit to be
connected to other versions of itself and these combinations will each exhibit their own
kinematic behaviour. What follows is the basic motion and positioning of the unit and
the resulting set-up that was used for the final surface.
7.2 Single unit geometry
I will define the two positions that the unit can take as "flat" and "raised". In its
flat position, the five-piece unit takes the form of a hexagon (with one missing piece) of
negligible height. In plan view the angle at the centre is 600 due to the equilateral
triangles (Figure 7.1).
Figure 7.1: The basic "flat" unit
In the raised position the unit forms a pentagon in plan view and so the internal angle, in
plan, is 72'. The resulting height is calculated as 0.5257L where L is the length of a side
of a triangle (Figure 7.2).
Once the unit is held in the raised position it is a stable structure. Until that time there
can be rigid body rotation (assuming inextensible triangular panels) about any of the
existing four hinges.
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Figure 7.2: Unit in "raised" position showing angles
7.3 Placement of units
The unit combines with itself in various ways and, from this, two distinct surfaces
were created.
7.3.1 Ring
By using six units, a ring can be formed where all the "missing" triangles are
pointed towards the centre. Although this forms a pleasing shape, there are two distinct
disadvantages. First, as this surface is to resist a force, there will have to be an additional
deployable structure to fill the internal (and proportionately rather large) gap. Second, by
completing the circle, the advantage of deployment is negated. It will be appreciated that
the only way the unit deploys is by "removing" a triangle from a completed hexagon. To
create similar motion for this ring surface we would have to remove one of the units
(Figure 7.3).
Figure 7.3: six units placed in a ring
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7.3.2 Central hexagon
By pointing the "missing" triangles outwards, three units can be placed together,
which creates a central hexagon. This is a rotationally symmetric surface; reflective
symmetry is not possible with this configuration. The advantage over the ring surface
described above is that the central load-bearing area is now covered and a range of
deployment can take place by closing the gaps that are on the outside of the surface.
Figure 7.4: Three units forming a central hexagon
7.4 Three-piece unit
The 3-piece unit is linear in motion so closure of each unit will have the same
effect and can be added.
7.4.1 Close one unit
Closing one unit causes a single fold to run along the hinge between the other two
units. The angle that the other two units make with each other is the angle between two
faces of a raised single unit. This can be calculated to be 138.20 on the inside of the
surface (Figure 7.5).
Figure 7.5: One unit closed
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7.4.2 Close two units
When two units are placed in their raised position, the centreline hinge of the two
central triangles on the third unit can act as an important hinge. This line can be folded
until the two raised units are touching each other. This shows that, by actuating the
surface from the "missing" triangle gap only, motion may be linear but not all
mechanisms are controlled. It opened up the possibility of using the hinges themselves to
control the surface shape; one which had more possibilities than previously thought.
Figure 7.6: Two units closed with "controlling" hinge in foreground
7.4.2.1 Folds of a hexagon
This also opened up a side-investigation on the folding ability of a hinged
hexagon. This is because many of the surface's positions are defined by the
shapes that the central hexagon can make. There are three modes of movement of
a triangulated hexagon:
1) Direct folding along one of the three central hinge lines.
2) Alternating up and down folding of each hinge line. The "up" fold can
range from 0' to 1800 while the "down" fold ranges from 00 to 1200.
3) Four "up" folds and two "down" folds producing two 3-sided
pyramids.
Interestingly, there is still motion of all the pieces in their fully folded states.
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Figure 7.7: The three folds of a triangulated hexagon
7.4.3 Close 3 units
When all three units are placed in their raised positions the surface is rigid. There
are now two positions of equilibrium based on the central hexagon. The natural state of
the surface is as part of a sphere but there is the possibility of snap-through in the centre.
When this happens the central hexagon takes the position of (2) as described in section
6.4.2.1 above.
Figure 7.8: All three units closed with snap-through also shown
This was a valuable observation for which measures were taken in the final structure.
7.5 Other work
There was further work done on other combinations of the units and their
kinematic behaviour. All of it was interesting, but became more removed from the forms
we would want for a useful structural surface.
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Chapter 8: Construction of the surface
8.1 Introduction
One of the first steps in creating the adaptive surface was to create the surface
itself. As explained before, the surface was to be constructed as a series of rigid triangles,
connected along hinged edges. The surface would then have a mounted actuator, which
would provide the motion. Therefore, there were two major components in the surface
itself: the rigid triangles and the hinges.
8.2 Triangles
In creating the triangles there were two main considerations: material and size. In
terms of material, there were a number of constraints. A material that would be rigid was
desired, such that material deformation could be ignored. This material also needed to be
lightweight so the actuation forces would be small. Furthermore, the material had to be
shaped with the tools available. The best choices were wood (1/8" luan or plywood) or
plexiglass. It was decided to use plexiglass for the simple reason that it was transparent
and looked good.
The size of the triangles was determined by the actuator method, which is discussed
below. An arbitrary size of 10cm sides for the triangles was selected for the smaller set
(which used shape memory alloy) as this was a reasonable size to work with without
adding too much weight. Larger triangles, 14cm each side, were used for the set with
servo-motors to accommodate the space required to mount the motor on one of the units.
8.3 Hinges
In order to create the desired motion, it was necessary to create hinges that would
allow a single rotational degree of freedom along the edges of two adjoining triangles.
The importance of the hinges was learned during early experimentation, when our
actuator force caused the hinges to buckle and the triangles to overlap instead of fold.
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In order to see how the units would behave, the triangles were first hinged together using
transparent tape, as can be seen in Figure 6.6. This hingeing mechanism had some
advantages, being essentially frictionless and allowing easy application and adjustment.
However, a more robust hinge was necessary to prevent out of plane movement at the
hinge. Furthermore, it would be desirable to have a spring mechanism in the hinge,
which would both help the surface to return to its original position and create a more
consistent motion.
The creation of a consistent spring hinge was a non-trivial process, and several
possibilities were investigated. The creation of coil hinges was considered, but there
were issues in terms of connecting the coil to the triangles and creating a consistent
motion. The final decision was to use sheet steel in the form of pieces cut from a
standard tape measure [8-1] that have curvature in section. Since an inextensible surface
cannot have double curvature, there was an initial resistance to the curvature. This
resistance was overcome through the connection method which was comprised of the
sheet steel sandwiched between the triangle and another piece of plexiglass. By applying
compression using machine screws and bolts, the lateral curvature was eliminated, which
allowed a consistent rotational motion. Due to the material properties of the steel tape, it
exerted a return force on the triangle pieces as it desired to be straight. By connecting all
the triangles with two hinges, a unit was created with a rotational degree of freedom at
the triangle edges and a spring force causing the unit to return to its flat position. A
photograph of a finished hinged unit is shown in Figure 8.]. Hinges for the smaller
triangles shown were created using pieces of steel of half the width, to lower the stiffness.
The larger triangles used full pieces of steel.
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Figure 8.1: Basic unit with steel hinges
8.4 Actuator Choice
Once a surface was created, the next step was to create the method of changing its
shape. It was necessary to create a relative displacement, and hence force, between the
two tips of the outside triangles. This could be done directly by: pulling the points
together; indirectly by creating rotations in all of the hinges; or any variety of other ways.
However, the exact arrangement would depend greatly on the actuator method.
Three main actuator methods were considered: piezoelectric materials, shape-memory
alloys, and servo-motors.
8.4.1 Piezoelectric Materials
A piezoelectric material is a material which, when mechanically strained,
generates a voltage or, when an external voltage is applied, it generates a change in
mechanical strain. This makes piezoelectric materials useful as both sensors and
actuators.
Using piezoelectric materials as actuators had a number of distinct advantages. They
could generate large forces under the influence of practical voltages. Piezoelectrics have
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a very short reaction time, which is essential for most actuation applications and they also
have a high sensitivity. However, even though piezoelectric materials were considered as
actuators for both the linear displacement and the hinge rotation, there was a limit to the
displacement that can be created by a piezoelectric material. Strains within piezoelectrics
tend to be on the order of 0.001-0.002 and so large lengths would be needed to create the
required displacements for the adaptive surface. This meant other actuation methods had
to be used.
8.4.2 Shape Memory
Nitinol is a nickel-titanium alloy and is part of the "shape memory" family of
alloys which can undergo a phase transformation in their crystal structure. This is
commonly called the "shape memory" effect and the transition between its phases is
achieved either thermally or electrically.
The benefits of shape memory actuators (SMA's) are: they can generate upto 5% strain
with an applied current; are highly flexible; and are repeatedly reliable. For the surface
0.01" FlexinolTm was used, of which there was a ready supply.
The model gap was 100mm and, with a 5% strain, this meant 2m of nitinol was required.
This was a significant length compared to the unit so its placement would be crucial.
My original attempt at placing the wire used an approach inspired by spider webs (Figure
8.2). Small-sized picture hooks were used as locators for the nitinol as it was threaded
around the unit.
Figure 8.2: Original approach to placing nitinol
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This scheme had the advantage of placing a long length of the wire onto the unit but it
was noted that crossing the gap multiple times gave no additional benefit. This effectively
produced a smaller ring of concentric circles with a reduction ratio which was the same
compared to only one ring of nitinol.
A modified approach is shown in Figure 8.3. This kept the long length of nitinol on the
unit but only crossed the gap once.
Figure 8.3: Modified placement of nitinol rings
The intended large deformations were achieved but behaviour was unpredictable and
non-symmetric shapes often resulted. This was due to stick-slip action at the numerous
interfaces between the wire and the steel locator rings.
An alternative approach was pursued in using the nitinol to produce the rotation between
each pair of triangles. An investigation was done as to the best location for connecting the
nitinol between the two pieces. This was a purely geometric exercise based on the
amount of rotation which would be produced by a 5% strain in the connecting element.
This was a 3-dimensional problem with all permutations considered (see Appendix A).
For ease, the three main results are presented below:
1) It is better to connect far from the hinge on one piece and close to the hinge on
the second piece. See Figure 8.4.
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11'
(a) (b)
Figure 8.4: (b) is better than (a)
In fact, this is already evident in the design of the bicep muscle in the human arm, see
Figure 8.5 [8-2].
Figure 8.5: Connection of human bicep showing relative arrangement to elbow hinge
2) Unlike the human arm, we also have the choice of positioning along the hinge-
line as shown in Figure 8.6. Note how, by symmetry, the arrangements labelled (1) and
(9) are identical for their geometric effect.
A:?
/
/~r7&zx/
Figure 8.6: Positioning options along the hinge-line
Results for this are shown in Figure 8.7, where it can be seen that connecting
away from the centre is more beneficial. (Note: the results shown have been normalized
such that "100" on the y-axis corresponds to position (1)).
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Figure 8.7: Results of positioning along the hinge-line
From this, the route provided by the (1) connection was chosen as this would
allow an outer ring to be made with ease. The difference to the arrangement shown at the
start of this section is that the nitinol is now tied to each triangle in turn, see Figure 8.8.
Figure 8.8: Plan arrangement for connecting the nitinol
3) The height of the connection (out of the plane of the triangle) near the hinge
line should be kept as small as possible. Inefficiencies arise when the slope of the wire is
upward from the "far" connection to the "near" connection. In practice this meant
making the knots on the picture hooks at the base of their metal ring.
Placement of the nitinol was, naturally, on the inside of the unit with slack left on the
middle triangle to allow for shrinkage across the length of the rigid body. Testing could
then take place.
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Figure 8.9: Final unit shown upside-down
(if the nitinol is not clear, look for the connection points)
8.4.3 Servo-motors
In order to explore the capabilities of a mechanical device, servo-motors were
selected as the alternative approach for the actuation system. This alternative would
provide useful information regarding the force and reaction time of servo-motors as well
as a comparison between this tested technology and shape memory alloys. The selection
of servo-motors was based on their dimensions, weight and output force. Due to the
small scale of the constructed hexagon surface, the size of the servos also had to be small
and so Hitec HS-81 Micro servos were used. A picture of this servo is shown in Figure
8.10. Despite their small size they are capable of providing torque up to 3.0 kg.cm at
6.OV which was initially considered adequate for the surface. The response time of this
servo is 0.10 sec per 600 degrees of rotation and the total rotation they can achieve is
around 150'.
Figure 8.10: Hitec HS-81 Micro Servo
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The installation of the servo initially seemed a trivial matter. It was placed on one side of
the missing triangle of the hexagon while pulling back on the other side as is presented in
Figure 8.11. However, this did not create a uniform motion as one side pushed against
the other and so the hexagon moved irregularly. Moreover, this placement was providing
an asymmetric weight distribution which was helped generate the uneven motion.
Figure 8.11: Initial placement of servo-motor
To avoid this irregularity, placing two servo-motors opposite each other and pulling on
opposite sides was considered. The proposed placement is shown in Figure 8.12. This
alternative created a uniform motion on the hexagon shape but was less efficient as two
servo-motors were on the same surface which, in turn, significantly increased the total
weight of the surface.
Figure 8.12: Second Alternative with two servo motors
The final alternative was to introduce only one servo-motor on the rear part of the
hexagon. The servo-motor pulls on a wire that closes the two open ends of the surface.
This placement is not the most efficient, but it creates a symmetric shape with respect to
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weight and hardware. Moreover, it generates a smooth uniform motion on the surface.
The final orientation is shown in Figures 8.13 and 8.14.
Figure 8.13: Selected installation of servo-motor
Figure 8.14: Final placement of servo-motor
8.5 Sensors
Work on the sensors was primarily done by George Kokossalakis and myself.
However, more importantly, George created the document that recorded what was done.
So, for completeness and honesty, I include his write-up (virtually unchanged) in the
Appendix B.
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Chapter 9: Results and Future Work
9.1 Results
This section covers the results of both the nitinol and servo motor arrangements.
The nitinol arrangement reacted quickly to the flow of current but was slow to elongate
(and often required some additional force to do so). This is because the cooling of the
wire, which is not particularly fast at room temperature, controls the relaxation. However,
even with this optimized arrangement of the wire, full closure of each unit was not
achievable.
With the servo-motor arrangement, there was a range of minor difficulties such as motors
breaking down, potentiometers burning out and providing a consistent power supply to
both sensors and motors. However, the set-up worked such that a vertical force on the
sensors caused the motors to operate.
The combination of the final weight of the units (including the motors), the resistance of
the hinges and the applied force was equal to the reaction supplied by the motors. This
gave the interesting (and slightly spooky) feeling, when pushing with greater intensity,
that the surface was pushing back harder.
To obtain actual deployment of the units required pressing on the sensors while holding
them from the sides. Then the unit could react and raise itself up.
Figure 9.1: The final 3-unit structure
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The Honeywell sensors were replaced by those supplied by Serena Industries. This
greatly simplified the wiring and the sensors performed well (as well as being
unobtrusive).
9.2 Future Work
There are various improvement which can be made to the structure and it is hoped
that at least some of these will take place.
The wire configuration connecting the motors to the units can be improved as it loses
efficiency as the force increases. In addition, by using nitinol as the wire, the power
supply can also connect to the wire causing an additional strain when under load. This
would use the benefits of both actuator types for better results.
There are a significant number of wires connecting the surface to its power supply. The
addition of photovoltaic panels to the surface would allow the surface to be self-powered
via attached rechargeable batteries. This would produce more of a "separate entity"
which was one of the original intentions.
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Chapter 10: Simple Rules, Complex Behaviour
10.1 Introduction
This Chapter serves to introduce distributed sensing and control. Once again,
inspiration is drawn from Nature and examples are given of its use in recent structural
designs. I present extension possibilities for the surface and comment on future uses.
10.2 Background
Much human technological development over recent decades has been
concentrated on expanding the computing power of the Central Processing Unit (CPU).
The direct analogy for this, in Nature, is the brain. The advances that have been made are
nothing short of tremendous but this is not the only possible path we can choose.
This is not to say the development of CPU's was incorrect - it wasn't and its benefits
have been impressive. But the analogy with the brain is not complete if we are looking
for methods to produce "sensing and control".
To extend the brain-human body analogy, we know that the brain does not make all
necessary decisions. If so, the brain would be overloaded and the time delay, in certain
cases, could be critical. Examples of this are muscle reactions (when your hand recoils
from a hot iron) and blood clotting (there is no distinct brain decision telling platelets to
concentrate at a skin cut).
This is the concept of distributed control. This involves low-level, simple rules that are
spread throughout the system. Benefits include a rapid reaction time and robustness
against change or destruction. It can be a direct response from a single stimulus or a
simple "if-then" rule balancing information from a range of stimuli. These stimuli could
include the behaviour of neighbouring sub-systems as well. At a higher level still is the
ability to learn which, in turn, requires a method for storing information. This ultimate
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stage of combining all levels into a complete system, leads to the creation of a patterned
model of the world which allows informed prediction [10-1].
10.3 Boids and Emergence
A fascinating area of research, which has informed us about the behaviour of
systems in Nature, are the so-called "boids" by Craig Reynolds [10-2].
Flocks of birds, schools of fish and swarms of bees all exhibit a form of collective motion
that is both fascinating and beautiful to observe (Figure 10.1). Mr Reynolds, in his
pursuit of animating such a flock via computer, simulated their motion using a distributed
behavioural model. In essence, this scheme states that there is no single leader, which the
others follow, but that each bird has a general intention to move forward, avoid obstacles,
and, crucially, the rest of their behaviour is based only on their perception of their local
surroundings.
Figure 10.1: Swarm behaviour
"The aggregate motion is the result of the dense interaction of the relatively simple
behaviors of the individual simulated birds." The basic model for each "boid" consisted
of three simple steering behaviours:
1) Separation: steer to avoid colliding with local flockmates.
2) Alignment: steer towards the average heading of local flockmates
3) Cohesion: steer to move toward the average position of local flockmates
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When put together, with other refinements such as the extent of perception, these
animations were indistinguishable from normal flocking behaviour (see Figure 10.2).
Figure 10.2: Flocking behaviour around obstacles
(the "boids" are moving from bottom-right to top-left)
This flocking behaviour is an example of emergence: "where complex global behavior
can arise from the interaction of simple local rules". These systems are inherently
unpredictable over a medium time span. From one moment to the next they will look
rather similar but, after 5 minutes or so, they could be in an entirely different position. In
structural design we often recoil at the concept of unpredictability, but it is this complex
behaviour that allows for robustness and an optimised solution.
10.4 i-beans
Developments in miniaturisation and MEMs (Micro-Electro-Mechanical systems)
have opened up the possibility of mass-producing many elements that could be embedded
within materials or structures.
A current development which shows great promise are "i-beans" which are designed and
manufactured by a start-up called Millennial [10-3]. This company produces small, low-
power, sensor devices which can form a self-organising wireless network (see Figure
10.3).
Figure 10.3: A single i-bean
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These combine analogue and digital interfaces, a radio transceiver, and a microcontroller
for sensor signal processing, control and networking. An additional development is a
network protocol that creates a robust network via repeater stations. This means that, as
data is collected, it can be sent via the optimal route back to a base station. Should a
route become blocked (due to damage or loss) then the "self-healing" capabilities of the
system, as along as there are enough distributed "beans", allow the data to be rerouted.
These sensors are used in used in industrial automation, building automation, supply-
chain management, automatic meter reading, security, and other low-data-rate
applications. Their future seems to have a great deal of potential.
10.5 Japanese buildings with active and/or distributed damping
Japanese firms have been the most proactive in designing buildings with active
dampers. There are a number of reasons why this is so: Japan is a country that suffers
from high winds and earthquakes; it is a developed economy both financially and
academically; and the Japanese, by their nature, are forward-looking and keen to
implement new technologies.
Kajima Corporation has been at the forefront of research and implementation of actively
controlled buildings. Most of the buildings involve a central computer that analyses
signals from sensors which are positioned throughout the building. A signal is then sent
to various active mass drivers to counteract the detected motion [10-4].
Shiodome is a recent building in Tokyo by Kajima. It is a slender 172m high, office and
hotel building designed for earthquakes and strong winds. The frames are made from
concrete filled steel tube columns with welded steel beams. Installed on every floor are
semi-active hydraulic damper systems (HiDAX) and at the top of the building is a tuned
mass damper with a small active mass driver. Decision-making is based on local sensing
and actuation, however there is still a central computer which monitors, and can override,
all operations. This is currently the closest example to fully distributed damping and
control in a modem building.
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10.6 Improvements to the structural surface
For the structural surface of Part 2, the above examples could be used as
inspiration for an efficient control system.
Currently, each unit senses and reacts by itself. The decision process, if it could be called
this, is to actuate the servo-motor in direct proportion to the applied force. This is a
simple "if-then" rule-based system. From the above, it is clear there is no need for a
central computer to know the position of each unit and then decide on any action. This
would create complexity and possible delays in reaction time. Instead, if each unit could
react to its own applied load and the behaviour of its neighbouring units, then an overall,
more refined behaviour would result.
Each unit could either detect the angle change between itself and its neighbouring units
or, provided adequate sensors exist, it could react to the load transferred to it from the
neighbouring unit. This would result in a complex, but efficient, outcome which is based
on simplicity and is more "natural".
Although I have suggested avoidance of the centralised processor for this surface I am
aware of one significant disadvantage. The surface cannot "learn" from past loadings and
behaviour. It must "refind" the most efficient form each time. This is because, with fully
distributed sensing and control, there is no store of knowledge. Equally, without any
level of self-awareness of its overall form, it is impossible for the surface to make a
dramatic shape shift. One example of this would be if the surface had to carry a localised
load while spanning a linear distance. For this case it would no doubt form the reverse
bending moment shape (which is efficient) but it would not "realise" that, turning on its
side, would provide a stiffer form. Thus, it is limited in its own scope.
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10.7 Future Uses
With many new technologies there is a common development path. Often they
are first displayed at science museums or in promotional (non-critical) displays. The
following stage is often in the form of a toy. Here the functional aspects must be
effective but the size and importance of function allow an ease of deisgn and
manufacture. The final stage is a significant leap from the first stages and requires a fully
functioning, low maintenance, large-scale item.
This process can be illustrated in the work of Chuck Hoberman [10-5] who, as an
inventor, has created various deployable structures. His greatest success has been in the
toy market and, only recently, he has started to build full scale structures such as the
"arch" for the Winter Olympic Games in Salt Lake City (2002).
Two areas where control is critical and large funding is available are the military and
space applications. These require specialised structural behaviour at high levels of
accuracy. One such example is a deployable thin-shell antenna that could act as a
lightweight telescope mirror or radar reflector [10-6]. These antennae need to attain,
after deployment, highly accurate shapes across large dimensions (approx 10m).
The future has scope for these distributed control systems to mature as a technology and
to be present throughout buildings. They could form part of all the operations (heat, light,
water, movement) which constantly change and for which efficiency is paramount.
Possibly this would lead to (though not his original aim) Corbusier's well-known
"machine for living in" (machine a habiter). However, it is paramount that higher levels
of technology are used only where and when they are needed [10-7] and that this is done
so with a healthy dose of common sense as regards our means and needs. It has always
been true, and will remain so, that "Necessity, who is the mother of invention" [10-8] and
what man deems to be "necessity" is often quite different to that of Nature's. Thus two
human inventions of which I am in particular awe (namely the wheel and the humble
paperclip) are simple, elegant and have no direct equivalent, as far as I know, in Nature.
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Conclusion
As a reminder, the central idea of this thesis was that much could be learnt from
Nature. Unlike our eighteenth century civil engineering ancestors, we must act with
humility when building in the environment rather than with reckless bravado. We can do
this while still being brave enough to design and create new and better structures.
This thesis, and its idea of active control allowing adaptability, does not pretend to be the
only way forward, or even an answer for many of the issues facing our society today. It
is, however, an example of one of the ways forward. By exploring the many
interconnected aspects of Nature and its adaptability, we will be able to create forms and
design structures with simple, but well-thought through, ideas. With the appropriate use
of kinetic technologies we will expand our repertoire of designs and take our profession
forward, creating structures that are efficient and beautiful.
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Appendix B: Sensors
Appendix B: Work on the sensors by George Kokossalakis
B.1 Sensors
The concept of this project includes reaction of the surface when sensing of a
force. Therefore, within the required equipment was a set of sensors that would detect
the applied force and provide a signal to the controller which, in sequence, would decide
on a response. The design considerations dictated for a set of force sensors that would be
relatively compact and lightweight. Their size was of critical importance because they
would be installed at the top edge of the surface which, at the completely retracted
position, reduced to a point. Moreover, their weight would affect the performance of the
actuators which, combined with the weight of the remaining components of the surface,
may conclude to an unwieldy structure. This would reduce the feeling of reaction when
somebody would actually apply a force on the surface. Additional issues were the cost
and output of the sensor. It is often observed that this type of very small sensor is
considerably expensive. The desired output of the sensor was a voltage signal in the
range of 0 to 5 volts since this was the operating voltage of the controller.
Based on the aforementioned considerations the initially selected sensor device
was ordered from Serena Industries in California. These sensors, Model 836, are low
profile, high resolution, capacitive compression load sensors. Capacitive output can be
converted to voltage with the 823 converter then read with a data acquisition system. The
load range of this sensor is from 0.001-pound to 10-pounds which is translated to
capacitance output 40pf unloaded to 5pf at max load. This output is provided by a
deflection of 0.008-in. max, 0.004-in. typical. The sampling frequency is adequate in the
order of 60 samples per second. The sensor size is small enough for the requested
application, measuring 0.6-in. square plan view x 0.25-in height. A picture of this sensor
is shown in Figure B1.
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Figure BJ: Serena Industries touch sensor.
The sensor's capacitance output would be converted to voltage with a capacitance
to voltage converter provided for this sensor by Serena Industries. The 823 Capacitance-
to-Voltage Converter converts the variable capacitance output of the sensor into a linear
DC signal in the 0 to 5-volt range. The voltage output of the converter can provide a
direct input of force or weight to data loggers, data acquisition systems, programmable
controllers, and SCADA systems. Alternatively, user-built voltage conversion circuitry,
A-to-D Converters, and microprocessors can be connected. It requires +9 VDC at less
than 5 mA, and the output is robust DC voltage via twisted pair that will carry up to five
feet without line drivers and up to 50 ft. with a differential receiver. The converter
dimensions are also relatively small, measuring 1-inch wide by 3/4-inch deep and 1/4-
inch thick. The connections coming out from the converter are: ground (G), power
supply (9V), voltage out (+ 0-5V) and signal common (-). This power supply is also used
to feed the sensor with the required power.
Unfortunately, even if these devices were the ideal for the scope of this project
Serena Industries was unable to deliver them in a reasonable time. Therefore, an
alternative solution had to be selected. There exist a large variety of sensors that would
fit this project. However, most of them were significantly expensive like the ones
provided by Futek, see Figure B2.
Figure B2: Force sensors, and load cells provided by Futek.
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Finally, the selected sensor was the FS Series Force Sensor from Honeywell,
namely the FSG15NJA, shown in Figure B3.
Figure B3: FSG15NJA Force Sensor from Honeywell
The sensor features a proven sensing technology that utilizes a specialized piezoresistive
micro-machined silicon sensing element. The low power, unamplified, noncompensated
Wheatstone bridge circuit design provides inherently stable mV outputs over the force
range. This sensor operates on the principle that the resistance of silicon implanted
piezoresistor will increase when the resistor flex under any applied force. The sensor
concentrates force from the application, through the stainless steel plunger, directly to the
silicon sensing element. The amount of resistance changes in proportion to the amount of
force being applied. This change in circuit resistance results in a corresponding mV
output level which maximizes at 430mV with a 360mV as a typical value. T he required
power supply is in the order of 10V DC, with 12V as the maximum value. The circuit
diagram is presented in Figure B4.
+1 A
Figure B4: Honeywell FSGl5NlA Force sensor circuit drawing
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In Figure B4 the circled numbers refer to sensor terminals (interface pins). The
corresponding numbers and explanations are Pin 1 = Supply Vs (+), Pin 2 = Output
voltage (+), Pin 3 = Ground (-), and Pin 4 = Output (-). As it is presented in this diagram
power supply is applied across Pin 1 and Pin 3. The sensor output is measured as a
differential voltage across Pin 2 and Pin 4 (Vo = V2 - V4). The output is ratiometric to
the supply voltage which means that shifts in supply voltage will cause shifts in output.
The dimensions of this sensor are relatively small, measuring 12.7 mm wide by 8mm
deep and 9mm thick. A drawing with the complete dimensions of the sensor is provided
in Figure B5.
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Figure B5: Dimensions of Honeywell FSG15N]A Force sensor
Due to the inconsistency between the input voltage required by the controller and
the output voltage provided by the sensor, the use of an instrumentation amplifier was
inevitable. The instrumentation amplifier would amplify the signal provided by the
sensors that was in the range of mV to a voltage signal in the range of 0-5 Volts. The
amplifier used was the Analog Devices 3B Series Signal Conditioning I/O Subsystem
which was kindly provided by the geotechnical laboratory of the Civil and Environmental
Engineering Department of MIT. The functional block diagram of this device is shown
in Figure B6. This device uses single channel analog input conditioners that plug into
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sockets on the backplane. The choice of these 3B modules, as they are called, depends on
the type of input signal and on whether an isolated or non-isolated interface is required.
The functional block diagram of the 3B30 module that was used is shown in Figure B7.
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Figure B6: Analog Devices 3B Series System Functional Block Diagram
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B.2 Operation
B.2.1 Shape memory actuated surface
The shape memory actuated surface was driven by a variable power supply.
Since the shape memory alloy is responding to a temperature increase, which in sequence
is related to a specific current passing through it, a variable power supply was the only
required equipment to function as a controller. For this purpose a variable power supply
kit was built. The circuit drawing of this power supply controller is shown in Figure B8.
The control of the shape memory alloy is implemented by changing the current passing
through it. The output voltage is controlled by changing the resistance of the controller as
a result of adjusting the value of potentiometer R2. Adjusting the output voltage
concludes in adjusting the current since the resistance of the alloy is constant. The
maximum suggested current is about 1A whereas in this project and for the specific shape
memory alloy length can be translated to approximately 1OV.
TER1 INA'L
ILDCN 94ITCH
V. P1 -.1113 177 1
SOCH1ET
C2 ~ W8 .. zR ria U1ut
AC/DC POWEN C
INPUTPG 
-- 2 Au C3 'INIhr F POT H 2 l L 1 "FuF
Figure B8a: Shape memory alloy controller circuit drawing
Figure B8b: Shape memory alloy controller photo
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B.2.2 Servo actuated surface
The servo actuated surface layout was more complicated than the shape memory
one. Servo motors require a constant power supply of DC 5V to 6V maximum.
Moreover, they require a pulse signal that determines the actual angle of turn of the servo
motor head. This pulse signal duration varies from 0.9msec for completely
counterclockwise rotation to 2.1msec to completely clockwise rotation having the
1.5msec pulse for the midpoint position. This pulse refreshes at a period of 20msec or
50Hz in terms of frequency. The production of these signals dictated the use of a
microchip that would use a timer to produce periodic signals according to variations of
voltage. For the scope of this project a PIC 16C71 microchip was used. A picture of the
complete servo motor controller with the installed PIC microchip is shown in Figure B9
while the circuit drawing is provided in Figure B10.
Figure B9: Servo motor controller featuring a PIC 16C71 microchip
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Figure B10: Servo motor controller circuit drawing
The installed sensors should change the voltage input to the microchip. However,
the operating power supply of the servo motor controller is 5V DC, while the output of
the sensors is in the order of mV. Therefore, an instrumentation amplifier was used to
adjust the signal of the sensors to the 0-5V range. The output of the sensors was driven
to the instrumentation amplifier, magnified 14 times and finally input to the servo motor
controller. A schematic diagram of the connectivity of the various devices is provided in
Figure B11.
Servo motor controler
PIC 17C71
Micrchip5V, Ground,Signal
Ground
i V
10V
DC Power Supply
Sensor
Instrumentition
Amplifier
Figure BJJ: Schematic diagram of the servo motor controller connectivity.
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